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We hope that you have enjoyed the first 
edition of  Skellington. Why Skellington, 
you ask? When we, your fearless editors, 
based our new publishing venture around 
our legendary namesake, we considered 
two different logos. The first was the 
stylised Argos, based on the painting by 
Konstantinos Volanakos. A close second 
was the humble skeleton warrior, as seen 
in the original Jason and the Argonauts 
film, realised into a jerky stop-motion 
existence by Ray Harryhausen. Our cover 
is an homage to these boney warriors, 
which we lovingly refer to in-house as 
Skellingtons.

It is no coincidence that Argonautica 
Press have given you this offering on Free 
Comic Book Day. Both Jason Franks and 
Jason Fischer met through the Australian 
comic book scene, specifically through 
working on projects with the beloved (and 
now sadly defunct) Black House Comics. 
This issue is a sampler of  our short comic 
work--a love letter to the artform and 
an introduction to our new publishing 
venture.

So what is Argonautica Press? We are a 
joint publishing venture between award-
winning Australian authors Jason Fischer 
and Jason Franks. Dedicated to reprinting 
our best known works as well as new 
projects, Argonautica Press launched with 
the re-release of  Jason Franks’ Aurealis 
Award shortlisted occult rock’n’roll novel, 
Bloody Waters.

The next release on the Argonautica 
schedule is the reprint of  Jason Fischer’s 
Quiver, volume 1 of  the Tamsyn Webb 
Chronicles. The sequels to this cult-

classic zombie novel are in production, and 
the following titles in the series are Go To 
Hell and Dead Last.

The estimated re-release date of  Quiver 
is mid-July 2019, with the sequels in 
the Tamsyn Webb Chronicles following 
shortly.

Simultaneous to the re-release of  Quiver 
should see Argonautica’s first new release:  
Jason Franks’ novel Shadowmancy, a 
dark look at a school for the mystical arts. 
Shadowmancy began life as a serialized 
comic illustrated by Nic Hunter, and many 
of  Nic’s lavish illustrations will grace the 
pages of  the novel. This issue contains the 
first chapter of  the original comic. 

More information about Argonautica Press 
can be found at www.argonauticapress.com

And as for Skellington Magazine? Well, 
we can’t make any promises, but we’ll 
put out an issue 2 when we have brain 
squeezings to spare. Stay posted for 
infrequent releases full of  miscellanea, 
the odd comic, and most likely several bad 
jokes from Jason Fischer. Example the 
first!

“What did the skeleton say before dinner? 
BONE appetit. His whole family found 
that HUMERUS.”

Many thanks for reading, and we hope to 
see you around the ship.

Yours from the helm,

Jason Fischer and Jason Franks.
‘strayia 2019
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